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Raves for Mitzvahman!

Ilene Berman
 “You are sheer joy to work with. Our photo shoots
leading up to our B’nai Mitzvah were so creative and
unique- from incredible portraits at Piedmont Park
to fun and funky photos in downtown Atlanta for a
true urban feel. You always had new ideas and you
kept the  children interested and enthusiastic. �ey 
really looked forward to working with you which is
a true accomplishment with 12 and 13 year old kids.
Many of our friends have hired Joseph and are as 
delighted as we are!”

Julie Stanwick
“�ank you so much for the amazing photos! We
had high expectations after seeing your work and 
you surpassed them! �e Shabbat photos captured
the love and happiness we felt seeing all of our 
out of town guests and family and the party photos
really show the excitement on the dance floor!
�e most meaningful photos were the ones of Katie
and my parents- they have a special bond and that 
came through in every image. We’ll see you at Will’s
Bar Mitzvah in a couple of  years!”

Erica Aronin 
“Joseph’s style is original and fresh! I was so 
fortunate to have our weekend captured through
his photos. His portraits of my daughter are amazing
and each one looked better than the one before!
He fit right in  with us during the entire weekend
and we felt like he was a member of the  family!
I highly recommend him!”

Anna Temlock
“I just finished looking at all the pics full-size and they 
are AWESOME! I wrote down the last four numbers of 
those that might be good for New Years cards....thanks 
and I can't wait to see what else you have....you are 
a ROCK STAR!!”

Robin Zusmann
“Absolutely wonderful to work with! You took great
photos and you made everyone feel comfortable
working with you. You understood my vision for 
how I wanted photos incorporated into my son’s 
Bar Mitzvah and you did everything you said you
would...and more!”

   
J. Elizabeth Liess
“ Joseph you are truly a mensch! �ank you for 
everything you did to make Sarah’s Bat Mitzvah
special. You are first and foremost a fabulous 
photographer and you worked really hard to make
every photo special! Sarah’s portraits for the signing 
board were so spectacular! You have a calm and 
easygoing nature that allowed you to capture Sarah 
at her best- even in freezing temps! Most of all, 
thank you for being so easy to work with- I would 
gladly recommend you to anyone planning a 
Mitzvah!”

    


